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Sense Sensibility
Sense and Sensibility is a novel by Jane Austen, published in 1811. It was published
anonymously; By A Lady appears on the title page where the author's name might have
been. It tells the story of the Dashwood sisters, Elinor and Marianne as they come of
age.Elinor and Marianne are two daughters of Mr. Dashwood by his second wife. They
have a younger sister, Margaret, and an older half-brother named John. When their
father dies, the family estate passes to John and the Dashwood women are left in
reduced circumstances. Fortunately, a distant relative offers to rent the women a
cottage on his property. The novel follows the Dashwood sisters to their new home,
where they experience both romance and heartbreak.
Jane Eyre. Frankenstein. Sense and Sensibility. You’re familiar with these pillars of
classic literature. You have seen plenty of Frankenstein costumes, watched the film
adaptations, and may even be able to rattle off a few quotes, but do you really know
how to read these books? Do you know anything about the authors who wrote them,
and what the authors were trying to teach readers through their stories? Do you know
how to read them as a Christian? Taking into account your old worldview, as well as
that of the author? In this beautiful cloth-over-board edition bestselling author, literature
professor, and avid reader Karen Swallow Prior will guide you through Sense and
Sensibility. She will not only navigate you through the pitfalls that trap readers today,
but show you how to read it in light of the gospel, and to the glory of God. This edition
includes a thorough introduction to the author, context, and overview of the work
(without any spoilers for first-time readers), the full original text, as well as footnotes
and reflection questions throughout to help the reader attain a fuller grasp of Sense and
Sensibility. The full series currently includes: Heart of Darkness, Sense and Sensibility,
Jane Eyre, and Frankenstein. Make sure to keep an eye out for the next classics in the
series.
Elinor is as prudent as her sister Marianne is impetuous. Each must learn from the
other after they are they are forced by their father's death to leave their home and enter
into the contests of polite society. The charms of unsuitable men and the schemes of
rival ladies mean that their paths to success are thwart with disappointment but
together they attempt to find a way to happiness.
In her first published novel, Jane Austen presents us with the subtle portraits of two
contrasting by equally compelling heroines. Through their parallel experiences of love,
loss, and hope, she offers a powerful analysis of the ways in which women's lives were
shaped by the claustrophobic society in which they had to survive. This revised editions
contains new notes, appendices, chronology, and bibliography.
A fine exclusive edition of one of literature's most beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut
jacket on a textured book with foil stamping, all titles in this series will be first editions.
No more than 10,000 copies will be printed, and each will be individually numbered
from 1 to 10,000. * Now with bonus bookmark "Dear, dear Norland," said Elinor,
"probably looks much as it always does at this time of the year. The woods and walks
thickly covered with dead leaves." "Oh," cried Marianne, "with what transporting
sensation have I formerly seen them fall! How have I delighted, as I walked, to see
them driven in showers about me by the wind! What feelings have they, the season, the
air altogether inspired! Now there is no one to regard them. They are seen only as a
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nuisance, swept hastily off, and driven as much as possible from the sight." "It is not
every one," said Elinor, "who has your passion for dead leaves." For Elinor Dashwood,
sensible and sensitive, and her romantic, impetuous younger sister Marianne, the
prospect of marrying the men they love appears remote. In a world ruled by money and
self-interest, the Dashwood sisters have neither fortune nor connections. Concerned for
others and for social proprieties, Elinor is ill-equipped to compete with self-centered
fortune-hunters like Lucy Steele, while Marianne's unswerving belief in the truth of her
own feelings makes her more dangerously susceptible to the designs of unscrupulous
men. Sense and Sensibility by Jane Austen (Seasons Edition - Fall) is one of four titles
available in August 2021. The Fall season set also will include Anne of Green Gables,
Dracula, and The Shakespeare Collection.
In nineteenth-century England, two sisters are drawn into unhappy romances despite
the cool judgement of one and the emotional intensity of the other
Emma Thompson has written a screen adaption of Jane Austen's romantic satire of the
mores and morals of early 19th-century England. In these diaries, she recounts the
daily joys and despairs of working on this film as writer and star, with actors Hugh
Grant, Kate Winslet and Alan Rickman.
Elephant Sense and Sensibility is a comprehensive treatment of the full range of
elephant behavior. Beginning with chapters on evolution and the elephant's brain, this
book is an integrated presentation of the elephant's capacity for memory, morality,
emotion, empathy, altruism, language, intelligence, learning and teaching. Grounded
primarily in scientific research, the book also draws upon anecdotal and visual evidence
showing elephants thinking, acting, feeling and behaving in ways that we, as humans,
recognize. This complete treatment of elephant behavior supported by the extensive
literature, along with anecdotal and photographic material, provides an overview not
available in any other text. Covers a variety of aspects that relate to behavior, ranging
from brain function and sensory input to communication, learning, and intelligence
Features a comprehensive treatment of elephant behavior supported by the extensive
literature, anecdotal information, and striking photographic material, providing an
overview not available in any other text Features an interdisciplinary approach to
behavior, with vital information included and integrated from several key disciplines
A level 5 Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. Retold for Learners of English by
Clare West. Sometimes the Dashwood girls do not seem like sisters. Elinor is all
calmness and reason, and can be relied upon for practical, common sense opinions.
Marianne, on the other hand, is all sensibility, full of passionate and romantic feeling.
She has no time for dull common sense - or for middle-aged men of thirty-five, long
past the age of marriage. True love can only be felt by the young, of course. And if your
heart is broken at the age of seventeen, how can you ever expect to recover from the
passionate misery that fills your life, waking and sleeping?
When the Dashwood family estate passes to the eldest son John and his wife, Mrs.
Dashwood and her daughters Elinor, Marianne, and Margaret must find a new home.
Moving to a cottage in Devonshire, the Dashwood women begin adjusting to a new life
and a new social circle. Soon, Elinor is being courted by the gentlemanly Edward
Ferrars, and Marianne finds herself torn between two suitors, the brooding Colonel
Brandon and social-climbing scoundrel John Willoughby. The love and heartbreaks that
they all endure are shaped by the temperament of their time and place and the sense
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and sensibility of their society. Originally published in 1811, Jane Austen's first
published novel is revered as a classic romance of manners. This volume is one of
Barnes & Noble's Collectible Editions classics. Each volume features authoritative texts
by the world's greatest authors in an exquisitely designed foil-stamped binding, with
distinctive coloured edging and an attractive ribbon bookmark. Decorative, durable, and
collectible, these books offer hours of pleasure to readers young and old and are an
indispensable cornerstone for any home library.
Featuring an appendix of discussion questions, the Diversion Classics edition is ideal
for use in book groups and classrooms. Jane Austen's sparkling debut follows the
Dashwood sisters as they court, fall in love, and experience heartbreak. Passionate
Marianne falls immediately for the dashing John Willoughby, but Willoughby is more
dangerous than meets the eye. Elinor, guarded and cautious, attempts to guide her
sister even while her own courtship with Edward Ferrars seems doomed. This
exploration of romance and marriage in eighteenth-century London will charm readers
of any age.
Sense and Sensibility, by Jane Austen, one of literature’s most beloved stories of love,
marriage, and social mores, is now available in a fine exclusive collector’s edition
featuring a laser-cut jacket on a textured book with foil stamping, making it ideal for
fiction lovers and book collectors alike. Each collectible volume will be the perfect
addition to any well-appointed library. The Sense and Sensibility Seasons Edition--Fall:
Presents Jane Austen’s beloved classic, widely regarded as a preeminent example of
Romantic epistolary fiction, and after Pride and Prejudice, solidifying Austen’s place in
literature’s pantheon of great writers Explores such important themes as the legal
ramifications of love and marriage in high society, sense (rationalism) vs. sensibility
(emotionalism), gender roles in the eighteenth century, and the deleterious effects of
wealth and greed on relationships Is ideal for special-edition book collectors, fans of
literary fiction and classic literature, and people who love both the book and the
cinematic adaptations it inspired Whether you’re buying this as a gift or as a selfpurchase, this remarkable limited edition features: Beautiful hardcover with a distinctive
one-of-a-kind, high-end/high-treatment laser-cut jacket, perfect for standing out on any
discerning fiction-lover’s bookshelf Trim Size: 6 x 9 Beautiful decorative interior pages
featuring pull quotes distributed throughout An exquisite matching laser-cut bookmark
Part of a 4-volume Fall Seasons series including Anne of Green Gables, Dracula, and
Shakespeare in Autumn: Select Plays and the Complete Sonnets. For Elinor
Dashwood, sensible and sensitive, and her romantic, impetuous younger sister
Marianne, the prospect of marrying the men they love appears remote. In a world ruled
by money and self-interest, the Dashwood sisters have neither fortune nor connections.
Concerned for others and for social proprieties, Elinor is ill-equipped to compete with
self-centered fortune-hunters like Lucy Steele, while Marianne's unswerving belief in
the truth of her own feelings makes her more dangerously susceptible to the designs of
unscrupulous men. Sense and Sensibility by Jane Austen (Seasons Edition--Fall) is
one of four titles available in the Fall Seasons series. The Fall collection also includes
Anne of Green Gables, Dracula, and Shakespeare in Autumn: Select Plays and the
Complete Sonnets.
This carefully crafted ebook: "Pride and Prejudice & Sense and Sensibility" is formatted
for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. "Pride and Prejudice"
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– Mr. Bennet of the Longbourn estate has five daughters, but his property is entailed,
meaning that none of the girls can inherit it. His wife has no fortune, so it is imperative
that at least one of the girls marry well in order to support the others on his death. The
story charts the emotional development of Elizabeth Bennet who learns the error of
making hasty judgments and comes to appreciate the difference between the
superficial and the essential. "Sense and Sensibility" – When Mr. Henry Dashwood
dies, his house, Norland Park, must pass directly to his grandson, the son of John
Dashwood, the child of the elder Dashwood's first wife. His second wife, Mrs.
Dashwood, and their daughters, Elinor, Marianne and Margaret, inherit only a small
income, but John makes a promise to his father that he will take care of his half-sisters.
However, John's greedy wife, Fanny, persuades him to renege on the promise and the
Dashwood women soon become the unwelcome guests in Norland Park. Mrs.
Dashwood decides to move her family to Barton Cottage in Devonshire, near the home
of her cousin, Sir John Middleton.
In this retelling, the Dashwood sisters--sensible Elinor and passionate Marianne, find
their chances at marriage seemingly doomed by their family's sudden loss of fortune.
Paperback edition of Trollope's reworking of Jane Austen's "Sense & Sensibility" in a
contemporary setting. The first book in The Austen Project, in which modern authors
rewrite all of Austen's novels. 'Jane Austen's story and Joanna Trollope's voice make
the perfect marriage.' Sophie Kinsella
From the editor of the popular Annotated Pride and Prejudice comes an annotated
edition of Jane Austen’s Sense and Sensibility that makes this tale of two sisters in
love an even more enjoyable read. Here is the complete text of the novel with more
than 2,000 annotations on facing pages, including: -Explanations of historical context
-Citations from Austen’s life, letters, and other writings -Definitions and clarifications
-Literary comments and analysis -Multiple maps of England and London -An
introduction, bibliography, and detailed chronology of events -More than 100
informative illustrations Filled with fascinating information about everything from the
rules of inheritance that could leave a wealthy man’s daughters almost penniless to the
fashionable cult of sensibility that Austen so brilliantly satirizes, David M. Shapard’s
Annotated Sense and Sensibility is an entertaining and edifying delight.
Introduces opposites using characters, places, and events from Jane Austen's "Sense
and Sensibility."
.0000000000Two sisters of opposing temperament but who share the pangs of tragic
love provide the subjects for Sense and Sensibility. Elinor, practical and conventional,
the epitome of sense, desires a man who is promised to another woman. Marianne,
emotional and sentimental, the epitome of sensibility, loses her heart to a scoundrel
who jilts her. True love finally triumphs when sense gives way to sensibility. Illustrated
by Hugh Thomson, with an Afterword by Henry Hitchings.
Part of Penguin's beautiful hardback Clothbound Classics series, designed by the
award-winning Coralie Bickford-Smith, these delectable and collectible editions are
bound in high-quality colourful, tactile cloth with foil stamped into the design. Marianne
Dashwood wears her heart on her sleeve, and when she falls in love with the dashing
but unsuitable John Willoughby she ignores her sister Elinor's warning that her
impulsive behaviour leaves her open to gossip and innuendo. Meanwhile Elinor, always
sensitive to social convention, is struggling to conceal her own romantic
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disappointment, even from those closest to her. Through their parallel experience of
love - and its threatened loss - the sisters learn that sense must mix with sensibility if
they are to find personal happiness in a society where status and money govern the
rules of love.
From the publisher of Pride and Prejudice and Zombies comes a new tale of romance,
heartbreak, and tentacled mayhem. Sense and Sensibility and Sea Monsters expands
the original text of the beloved Jane Austen novel with all-new scenes of giant lobsters,
rampaging octopi, two-headed sea serpents, and other biological monstrosities. As our
story opens, the Dashwood sisters are evicted from their childhood home and sent to
live on a mysterious island full of savage creatures and dark secrets. While sensible
Elinor falls in love with Edward Ferrars, her romantic sister Marianne is courted by both
the handsome Willoughby and the hideous man-monster Colonel Brandon. Can the
Dashwood sisters triumph over meddlesome matriarchs and unscrupulous rogues to
find true love? Or will they fall prey to the tentacles that are forever snapping at their
heels? This masterful portrait of Regency England blends Jane Austen’s biting social
commentary with ultraviolent depictions of sea monsters biting. It’s survival of the
fittest—and only the swiftest swimmers will find true love!
THE STORY: A playful new adaptation of Jane Austen’s beloved novel follows the
fortunes (and misfortunes) of the Dashwood sisters—sensible Elinor and hypersensitive
Marianne—after their father’s sudden death leaves them financially destitute and
socially vulnerable. Set in gossipy late 18th-century England, with a fresh female voice,
the play is full of humor, emotional depth, and bold theatricality. SENSE AND
SENSIBILITY examines our reactions, both reasonable and ridiculous, to societal
pressures. When reputation is everything, how do you follow your heart?
Margaret Dashwood learned from her older sisters—sensible Elinor and romantic
Marianne—that the path of true love is rarely easy or smooth. And yet Margaret grew up
dreaming of one day finding love and romance of her own. Now, smarting from the pain
of a broken engagement, Margaret has traveled to stay with her now-married sisters in
order to heal. But life is still far from smooth: John Willoughby, Marianne’s first love,
has unexpectedly returned to once again complicate the Dashwood sisters’ lives.
Colonel Brandon, Marianne’s husband, has been commissioned to apprehend a
ruthless ring of smugglers operating in the neighborhood. And when a mysterious figure
from Margaret’s past returns, Margaret realizes that she herself may hold the key to
uncovering the smuggling gang. Worse, she comes to suspect that she faces an
impossible choice of her own: not between sense and sensibility, but between duty and
her own heart. Margaret Dashwood’s Diary is Book 1 of the Sense and Sensibility
Mysteries and is appropriate for all ages. It is approximately 85,000 words long.
keywords: Jane Austen sequel, Sense and Sensibility sequel, continuation, variation,
clean Regency romance, cozy historical mystery, British mystery, Jane Austen fan
fiction, fanfiction, jaff, Colonel Brandon, Col. Brandon, Marrianne Dashwod, Elinor
Dashwood, John Willoughby, amateur sleuth, women sleuths
Gracefully written and deftly argued, this book makes a persuasive case for taking a
fresh look at Austen.
What are two sisters of uncertain fortunes to do when the death of their father exiles
their family to live in the countryside of southwestern England? Why, fall in love, of
course! Through her deft unraveling of the dramatically different romantic fates of Elinor
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and Marianne Dashwood, Jane Austen displays her singular mastery of the English
language and her equally masterful invention of colorful and realistic characters. The
author's appreciation of what it is to be human, grounded in her deeply convicted
Christianity, illuminates the tale with special wisdom. In this, her first published novel,
we see the sense and sensibility of Miss Austen herself, which combine to form the
brilliance that shines forth in all of her works a brilliance enlivened by her remarkable
sense of humor and the affectionate kindness that could only be born of a gracious
Christian spirit."
Gems of literature in a luxurious and unique design by Marjolein Bastin. The Marjolein
Bastin Classics Series is a chance to rediscover classic literature in collectible,
luxuriously illustrated volumes. For the first time ever, the internationally celebrated
artwork of Marjolein Bastin graces the pages of a timeless classic, Sense and
Sensibility, the story of the Dashwood sisters. Beyond bringing these stories to life,
Bastin's series adds elaborately designed ephemera, such as four-color maps, letters,
family trees, and sheet music.
Jane Austen's first published work, meticulously constructed and sparkling with her
unique wit Marianne Dashwood wears her heart on her sleeve, and when she falls in
love with the dashing but unsuitable John Willoughby she ignores her sister Elinor's
warning that her impulsive behaviour leaves her open to gossip and innuendo.
Meanwhile Elinor, always sensitive to social convention, is struggling to conceal her
own romantic disappointment, even from those closest to her. Through their parallel
experience of love - and its threatened loss - the sisters learn that sense must mix with
sensibility if they are to find personal happiness in a society where status and money
govern the rules of love. This edition also includes explanatory notes and textual
variants between first and second edition. For more than seventy years, Penguin has
been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more
than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to
provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished
scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by awardwinning translators.
Award-winning writer Nancy Butler, adapter of Marvel's best-selling adaptation of
PRIDE & PREJUDICE, returns to Marvel with another Jane Austen classic: SENSE &
SENSIBILITY! Alongside incredible artist Sonny Liew (MY FAITH IN FRANKIE,
WONDERLAND), Butler brings to life the world of Elinor and Marianne Dashwood, two
daughters without parents or means, forced to experience hardship, romance, and
heartbreak, all in the hopes of achieving love and lasting happiness. COLLECTING:
Sense & Sensibility #1-5
This series provides a wide variety of reading materials for all learners of English. The
books are retold versions of popular classics and contemporary titles as well as
specially written stories.
Sense and SensibilitySense and SensibilityPenguin
Now in the acclaimed Newmarket Shooting Script(R) series, the Oscar(R)-winning
screenplay by Emma Thompson based on the beloved classic by Jane Austen, with
Thompson's candid and detailed behind-the-scenes diaries. Bringing Jane Austen's
"Sense and Sensibility" to the screen was a labor of love for writer/actress Emma
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Thompson. The highly acclaimed film, nominated for seven Academy Awards(R)
(winning Best Adapted Screenplay), appeared on more than 100 Top 10 lists across the
country. Featuring the complete award-winning script, "Sense and Sensibility: The
Screenplay and Diaries" also showcases Thompson's unreserved, often hilarious
diaries that capture the unique experience of making this landmark film. In addition, the
book includes an introduction by producer Lindsay Doran; over fifty photos; cast and
crew credits; and Thompson's sparkling Austen-like acceptance speech at the Golden
Globe awards ceremony. Thompson's rare and personal perspective makes Sense and
Sensibility: The Screenplay and Diaries an irresistible book for students of film and
Austen devotees, as well as for everyone who loved this extraordinary movie. More
than 50 black-and-white photos.
Two sisters, Elinor and Marianne Dashwood (Elinor representing ''sense'' and Marianne
''sensibility''), along with their mother and younger sister Margaret, are left impoverished
after the death of their father, and the family is forced to move to a country cottage,
offered to them by a generous relative.
An annotated edition of the popular Jane Austen novel is illustrated with numerous
color reproductions that vividly recreate the author's world.
This version of Sense & Sensibilities is more than just a book! Inside are simple
instructions that show readers how to fold pages to transform this book into a beautiful,
personal, and long-lasting work of art as the pages evolve into an amazing sculpture
displaying the word LOVE. An ArtFolds book is a hardcover book that is transformed
into a unique paper sculpture merely by folding pages, based on our exclusive, patentpending instructions. The process is fun and easy and takes surprisingly little time,
making it as appropriate for children as it is for adults. Each Classic Edition, with its
embossed cover and foil-edged pages, is based on a much-loved classic work of
fiction. In ArtFolds: LOVE, readers will find the complete text of Jane Austen’s Sense &
Sensibility, the cherished story of the Dashwood sisters and their search for love. With
206 pages to fold, this ArtFolds is at Advanced level.
Alongside incredible artist Sonny Liew, writer Nancy Butler brings to life the world of
Elinor and Marianne Dashwood, two daughters without parents or means, forced to
experience hardship, romance, and heartbreak, all in the hopes of achieving love and
lasting happiness. Collecting Sense and Sensibility #1-5.
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